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At the Hill Rental property. 

Near noontime, Lydia received a whole lot of calls from her home town asking when she 

would go back this year. Samuel had actually only gone back when in three years. 

As for Lydia, she really wished to see her loved ones this year. After all, Yvonne was currently 

a high-ranking person in the firm, and her loved ones all intended to get some gain from 

her. 

Yvonne likewise obtained a telephone call from her relative, Jiang Wan. 

Jiang Wan was older than her and had a great guy with a good family. As a result of this, 

she frequently showed off before Yvonne and also contrasted her boyfriend with Yvonne. 

Yvonne recognized Jiang Wan’s character, so every time she mentioned these subjects, 

Yvonne would be extremely perfunctory. 

 

” Incidentally, when will you reach house at midday? I’ll ask Liu Zhijie to pick you up. He 

simply purchased a brand-new cars and truck this year. You can try it. Also the seats are 

made of natural leather. You might not know what these excellent vehicles seem like. It’s 

actually comfortable,” Jiang Wan stated with a smile. 

Yvonne grinned helplessly and claimed, “We might drive back, so your sweetheart won’t 

need to pick us up.” 

Jiang Wan pretended to be anxious and stated. The old vehicle in Yvonne’s house was too 

worn out. 

 

” Cousin, do not stress. We just changed the car. Just how could it break down?” Yvonne 

claimed. 

” Adjustment an automobile?” 



Jiang Wan was not convinced. She had listened to Yvonne had actually done an excellent 

work in the Sue family members a long period of time back. It seemed to be true, however 

even if she transformed an automobile, what excellent cars and truck could it be? 

” Well, fine, when you come, I’ll take you to Liu Zhijie’s house. They have constructed a villa 

in the countryside, which sets you back 2 million yuan. Besides, it’s far away from the hustle 

and bustle of the city, so it’s better than the vacation residences of the breathtaking spots.” 

While she was chatting, she was showing off. Yvonne really felt defenseless. Currently, 

Samuel returned. Yvonne was a little surprised. Had not been he attending Kong Wu’s 

celebration? Exactly how could he come back so soon? 

” Relative, I will not talk with you any longer. I’ll speak with you when I return to the home 

town,” Yvonne stated. 

” Well, come back early as well as play for 2 even more days. Bin County is different now. 

There are lots of intriguing areas.” Jiang Wan grinned happily. She thought Yvonne was not 

ready to chat more with her because of envy. 

After Yvonne went to Container County, she still had a lot of chances to reveal off, so Jiang 

Wan was not in a hurry. 

After hanging up the phone, Jiang Wan stated to Liu Zhijie next to her, “I’ve taken pleasure 

in competing with Yvonne given that I was a youngster. Now that I have actually discovered 

you, she won’t have the ability to win me for the rest of her life.” 

After that, Jiang Wan snuggled up in Liu Zhijie’s arms like a little bird. 

Liu Zhijie had actually listened to Jiang Wan state a lot about the Sue family members, 

especially that good-for-nothing Samuel. Whenever she stated him, Liu Zhijie would laugh 

so hard that his tummy hurt. 

” Just how can she compete with you when your relative weds such a good-for-nothing? 

Don’t fret. When she comes here this time around, I will definitely give you encounter and 

also let her recognize the space in between you as well as her,” Liu Zhijie stated with a smile. 

” Well, nevertheless, she’s my relative. I have to provide her some face. I don’t know if that 

good-for-nothing will come. If he comes, you do not need to offer him deal with. 



Such a good-for-nothing doesn’t need face,” Jiang Wan claimed. 

Liu Zhijie nodded proudly. He was a young good-looking male, and currently he had 

actually begun his very own organization. The business was not big, yet it had a great deal 

of earnings annually, which sufficed to trample on the good-for-nothings who lived off 

ladies. 

Yvonne could presume what Jiang Wan was assuming, and also she might also anticipate 

what would certainly happen when they got back to Bine Area, however she didn’t care. 

She strolled to Samuel and also asked, “Why did you return so very early? Didn’t you attend 

the event?” 

“I went, however it was boring. I came back early.” Samuel didn’t risk to tell Yvonne what 

had taken place at the celebration, because Yvonne asked him to make buddies with him, 

but undoubtedly, he had no buddies, and possibly he would have a couple of more 

adversaries. 

“How can it be burning out? Kong Wu is the gathering of the abundant 2nd generation, so 

it has to be gone to by rich young men. There need to be a lot of stunning women,” Yvonne 

stated. 

This was a lady! 

 


